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Abstract Introduction The purpose of this study was to

report on the qualities of various search strategies and key-

words to find return to work (RTW) studies in the Medline

bibliographic database. Methods We searched Medline for

articles on RTW published in 2003, using multiple search

strings, and hand searched 16 major periodicals of rehabili-

tation or occupational medicine. Among the retrieved

articles, those considered to be relevant, were pooled in a

Gold Standard Database. From this database, we identified

candidate text words or MeSH terms for search strategies

using a word frequency analysis of the abstracts and a

MEDLINE categorization algorithm. According to the fre-

quency of identified terms, searches were run for each term

independently and in combination. We computed Recall,

Precision, and number needed to read (NNR = 1/Precision)

of each keyword or combination of keywords. Results

Among the 8,073 articles examined, 314 (3.9%) were con-

sidered relevant and included in the Gold Standard Database.

The search strings (‘‘Rehabilitation, Vocational’’ [MeSH]),

(‘‘Return to work’’[All]) and (‘‘Back to work’’[All])

had Recall/Precision ratio of 30.46/19.11, 59.55/87.38 and

3.18/90.91%, respectively. Their combination with the

Boolean operator OR yielded to a Recall/Precision ratio of

73.89/58.44% and a NNR of 1.7. For the end user requiring

comprehensive literature search, the best string was

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR ‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading]),

with a Recall of 88.22% and a NNR of 18. Conclusions No

single MeSH term is available to help the physician to

identify relevant studies on RTW in Medline. Locating these

types of studies requires the use of various MeSH and non-

MeSH terms in combination to obtain a satisfactory Recall.

Nevertheless, enhancing the Recall of search strategies may

lead to lower Precision, and higher NNR, although with a non

linear trend. This factor must be taken into consideration by

the end user in order to improve the cost-effectiveness ratio

of the search in Medline.
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Evidence based medicine (EBM) has become a landmark of

medical practice for all medical practitioners. One of the

pillars of EBM is to conduct effective literature searches.

Finding useful information from a literature search involves

two challenges. The first challenge relates to the amount of

available information. In 1901, the Journal of the American

Medical Association stated that ‘‘it is practically out of the

question to be in touch with all the literature issued in any

one department of medicine, because of the expense and

time it would involve to attempt to master the stuff suffi-

ciently well to separate the wheat from the chaff’’ [1]. This

phenomenon has not waned since then and it was estimated

in 1991 that the doubling time of the biomedical knowledge

base was about 19 years [2]. The second challenge relates to
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the complexity of the information to be retrieved and the

time available for retrieval. It has been estimated that 7,287

articles relevant to primary care physicians were published

monthly and that physicians would take an estimated 627.5 h

per month to evaluate all these articles [3]. This is to be

compared to the observation that internists declare spending

4.4 h per week reading medical journal articles and report

reading only the abstract for 63% of the article [4].

Information retrieval is usually achieved by searching

bibliographic databases. Of biomedical bibliographic dat-

abases, MEDLINE is the largest and most widely used in

the world by physicians. This database is freely accessible

through the Internet and is comprehensive, although not

exhaustive, especially in the field of occupational health

[5, 6]. Furthermore, it provides many tools, including a

restricted thesaurus of medical titles, known as medical

subject heading (MeSH) terms, which help users to recover

the relevant information [7]. Nevertheless, identifying such

information may be complex. A search should yield as

much information as is available on a specific topic and

lead to as few articles as possible that are unrelated to the

search topic. In epidemiological terms this would mean a

search that is both sensitive and specific, and in biblio-

metric terms this would mean a search that has both good

Recall and high Precision ratios. A number of researchers

have developed general strategies for MEDLINE searches

of randomized controlled trials [8–11]; diagnostic studies

[12, 13]; etiological, therapeutic, or prognosis studies [14],

systematic reviews [15], or intervention studies in occu-

pational health [16]. These strategies rely on the use of

subject headings or text words that define the methodolo-

gies, clinical applications, and publication types in addition

to the specific subject terms to achieve comprehensive yet

accurate retrieval.

Disability prevention and return to work (RTW) is a daily

preoccupation for many clinicians, including occupational

physicians and physicians in rehabilitation medicine.

Unfortunately, identifying studies on that topic in Medline is

difficult due to the lack of appropriate keywords [17]. To

date, no study has been performed to develop and compare

literature search strategies that are both sensitive and precise

to locate RTW studies. Thus, the purpose of this article is to

report on the qualities of various search strategies and key-

words to identify RTW studies in the Medline bibliographic

database.

Methods

Construction of the Gold Standard Database

A four-step strategy was used to build the Gold Standard

Database. The first step was to define what types of articles

were to be included. We decided to include all the articles

published in 2003 that had as an outcome the measurement

of the rate of return to usual work of patients, or that

assessed factors that impacted RTW. We excluded: (a)

articles in which the return to usual activities, but not

specifically work, was measured; (b) studies concerning

only the effect of work or employment on a disease; and (c)

descriptive studies providing only a rate of employment for

a specific disease or group of people.

In a second step, we searched PubMed for articles that

could fulfil our criteria. According to the MeSH database, the

most fine-grained MeSH keyword intended to identify these

articles was ‘‘Rehabilitation, Vocational’’, defined by the

National Library of Medicine as ‘‘training of the mentally or

physically disabled in work skills so they may be returned to

regular employment utilizing these skills’’. Since we sus-

pected that this MeSH keyword was not sufficiently

sensitive, and in order to obtain the best possible Recall, we

used two additional search strings: ‘‘Return to work’’[All],

and ‘‘Back to work’’[All]. We identified additional relevant

MeSH terms or subheadings in the articles that were

retrieved with the first three search strings: ‘‘Sick Leave’’

[Mesh], ‘‘Rehabilitation’’ [Subheading], ‘‘Occupational

therapy’’[All], ‘‘gainfully employed’’[All], ‘‘work status’’[All],

‘‘RTW’’[All], ‘‘Work re-entry’’[All], ‘‘Employment out-

come’’[All] and ‘‘work retention’’[All]. We therefore

performed a new search combining all these words using the

Boolean operator OR, and we limited our search to only those

papers published in 2003 (2003[dp]). Overall, these search

strings retrieved 5,434 articles. Two independent examiners

examined all of these article listings (titles and abstracts) to

select those relevant to our purpose. Discrepancies between

search results were resolved by discussion and compromise.

The articles selected were then analyzed to identify the

journals that contributed the most in the RTW field. This step

was performed using MEDLINE Evaluator (MEVA), a

medico-scientific data mining web service developed by the

Institute for Medical Statistics and Epidemiology of the

Technical University of Munich (http://www.med-ai.com/

meva/index.html). In a third step, we hand searched the

tables of contents and full volumes of several categories of

biomedical journals published in 2003 for articles that ful-

filled our inclusion criteria. The first category concerned the

journals that had published at least 5 articles, identified at the

end of step 2. These journals were the following: Spine,

Work, Journal of Occupational Rehabilitation, Surgical

Endoscopy, Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilita-

tion, Journal of Hand Surgery, Journal of Head Trauma

Rehabilitation, and Occupational and Environmental Med-

icine. The second category concerned the 4 major journals in

the Rehabilitation category, according to the Journal of

Citation Report 2003, namely Physical Therapy, Supportive

Care in Cancer, Journal of Electromyography and
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Kinesiology and Archives of Physical Medicine and Reha-

bilitation. The third category concerned the most important

journals in the field of occupational health that were reported

as containing the most information on occupational health

problems [18]. This led us to five additional journals: Con-

tact Dermatitis, International Archives of Occupational and

Environmental Health, the Journal of Occupational and

Environmental Medicine, the Scandinavian Journal of Work,

Environment & Health and the American Journal of Indus-

trial Medicine. Step 3 was performed independently by one

of the authors. All but 3 of the relevant articles had already

been identified in step 2. Altogether, we hand searched 16

different journals, and a total of 3,069 original research

articles were reviewed from publication year 2003. In the

final step, we merged all relevant documents retrieved to

construct a Gold Standard Database.

Calculation of Recall, Precision, and Number Needed

to Read (NNR)

The outcome of a search strategy is defined in the same

terms as any diagnostic test (Table 1).

Recall and Precision are two accepted measurements to

determine the utility of an information retrieval system or

search strategy [19]. Precision can be seen as a measure of

exactness or fidelity. It is defined as the number of relevant

documents retrieved by a search divided by the total

number of documents retrieved by that search. Recall is a

measure of completeness, and is similar to the epidemio-

logical concept of sensitivity. A sensitive search will find a

high proportion of articles that belong to the Gold Standard

Database resulting in the smallest number of false nega-

tives, named Silence in bibliometric sciences. A precise

search will exclude the highest proportion of articles that

do not belong to the Gold Standard Database and yield the

smallest number of false positives, named Noise in bib-

liometric sciences. Recall and Precision are inversely

related which means they always have to be considered in

combination.

We used two different approaches to identify the key-

words to test. We analyzed the Gold Standard Database with

a MEDLINE categorization algorithm to extract the most

frequent MeSH terms used to index the articles included in

our database [20]. Then, we analyzed the title and abstracts of

the 314 articles of the Gold Standard Database with a Key-

word Extractor (http://www.analogx.com/contents/down

load/network/keyex.htm) to identify the words that appeared

most frequently. We selected the words that could be relevant

for a Medline search.

We searched Medline using all the selected search

words (MeSH and non MeSH) alone and then computed

the Recall and Precision for each search strategy. Next, we

built search strings with the combination that yielded the

most sensitive search by subsequently adding those search

words (with the OR operator) that found the most addi-

tional articles from the Gold Standard Database without

decreasing Precision appreciably. A similar strategy was

followed for Precision, by starting with search words with a

Precision of at least 15% and Recall of more than 20% and

adding search words (with the OR operator) that increased

Recall with the least lowering of Precision. The number

needed to read (NNR = 1/Precision) of each keyword or

combinations of keywords was then calculated. We coined

the term NNR in analogy to the number needed to treat

(NNT) to describe the number of irrelevant references that

has to be screened in order to find one of relevance [21].

The analyzes were performed with Excel (Microsoft).

Results

The total number of articles retrieved by means of Medline

and hand searching was 8,073. Overall, 314 (3.9%) articles

were considered relevant and included in the Gold Standard.

The initial search strings (‘‘Rehabilitation, Vocational’’

[MeSH]), (‘‘Return to work’’[All]) and (‘‘Back to work’’

[All]) identified respectively, 197, 214 and 11 articles. When

these keywords were combined using the Boolean operator

OR, 397 articles were retrieved. Among them, 257 were

considered relevant, according to our criteria. There was

very little overlap between these keywords, as shown in

Fig. 1.

The best single terms alone or in combination, either in

terms of Recall or in terms of Precision, are displayed in

Tables 2 and 3. The text word ‘‘Work’’, and its truncation

(‘‘Work*’’) allowed a Recall of more than 90%, but with a

Precision lower than 1.5%. Higher Recall was attained with

several combinations including the truncation of the text

word ‘‘Work’’, but at the price of a Precision lower than

1%. Using the search string ‘‘Return to work’’, and

searching into all search fields of PubMed, to retrieve

articles concerning RTW allowed to identify 59.55% of

relevant articles, with a good Precision (87.38%). Never-

theless, this search string missed 40% of relevant studies.

Table 1 Method for calculating sensitivity, specificity, precision and

recall of PubMed search strings for RTW studies

Gold standard

? -

Search term(s)

? a (true positives) b (false positives)

- c (false negatives) d (true negatives)

Recall = sensitivity = a/(a ? c); specificity = d/(b ? d); precision =

a/(a ? b)
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For search strings, the highest Precision (90.91%) was

obtained with the phrase ‘‘back to work’’, but using only

this search string missed more than 94% of relevant papers.

The best Precision when keeping Recall to 50% or more

was observed with the strategy (‘‘Return to work’’[All] OR

‘‘Back to work’’[All] OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’

[MeSH]).

Table 4 shows the NNR for the strings leading to a

Recall above 50%. The NNR vary between 1.1 and 289.9

which means that between 1 and 290 papers must be read

in order to find a relevant article. Most often, a higher

Recall implied a higher NNR. Nevertheless, it was not an

absolute rule. For example, the string (‘‘Return to

work’’[All] OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR

vocational OR ‘‘Sick Leave’’[MeSH] OR ‘‘work sta-

tus’’[All]) had a higher Recall that the string (‘‘Return to

work’’[All] OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, voca-

tional’’[MeSH] OR return), but a lower NNR.

Discussion

Return to work is considered of paramount importance as a

quality-of-life outcome measure for many conditions, but

also for societal concerns related to reduced productivity

and cost of disability benefits. Therefore, the factors that

could influence the rate of RTW for specific conditions or

specific patients are increasingly taken into consideration,

by rehabilitation or occupational physicians, but also by

primary care physicians, under the request of patients or

employers. Unfortunately, the literature in this field is

difficult to identify [17].

No single MeSH term is available to help the physician,

or the patient, to identify relevant information on that topic

in Medline. The MeSH term proposed by the MeSH

browser concerning RTW is ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’.

According to our results, its Recall is only 30.46%. The

search strings (‘‘return to work’’) and (‘‘back to work’’)

allowed Recall of respectively, 59.55 and 3.18, with good

Precision. Unfortunately, even with the combination of

these three strings, more than 25% of the relevant literature

was missed. There is therefore a need for more exhaustive

search strings. Our study documents those search strings

that provide the best Recall, Precision, and best compro-

mise between Recall and Precision, for retrieving articles

concerning RTW from Medline.

One of the weaknesses of our study is that we searched

only in the Medline database. It has been demonstrated

than Medline is not exhaustive, especially in the field of

occupational health [6]. Nevertheless, it is one of the most

comprehensive bibliographic databases in the biomedical

field, freely accessible through PubMed, which is not the

case for Embase or Psycinfo. Furthermore, it can be used

for some common questions in the practice of occupational

medicine, for evidence based occupational medicine pur-

poses [22].

Construction of the Gold Standard Database in this

study was based on a different method than that used by

previous studies of a similar nature. As Verbeek et al. [16]

pointed out, nearly all the studies performed so far in this

field have relied on hand searching of a limited, and

somewhat arbitrary, subset of journals, which cannot be

considered to be representative of the content of Medline as

a whole. We gradually constructed our Gold Standard

Database with a ‘‘snowball method’’ by using a preliminary

choice of keywords, based on our experience in Medline

searching, and adding new search words found in the title

or abstract of the articles we identified as relevant. Since

we also performed hand searching in the main journals in

the field of RTW and occupational medicine, we consider

that we did not miss important articles and that our Gold

Standard Database may be considered to be as exhaustive

as possible.

We were hampered by the lack of a computer program

that could easily calculate test characteristics for different

combinations of search words. Although we tried to eval-

uate the qualities of the search strategies as systematically

as possible, we had to rely on subjective choices of search

words to test, instead of being able to test all different

combinations of search words. However, the method used,

i.e. using the most frequent MeSH terms or most frequent

words found in the title or abstract of the articles identified

as relevant, seemed sufficiently reliable. In 2001, Haafkens

Fig. 1 Overlap between the keywords ‘‘Rehabilitation, voca-

tional’’[MeSH], ‘‘Return to work’’[All] and ‘‘Back to work’’[All] to

retrieve relevant articles concerning return to work
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et al. [6] studied the terms that could be used in Medline

and 5 other databases to find relevant information on 5

chronic diseases and work participation. They excluded the

words ‘‘work’’, ‘‘employment’’ or ‘‘occupation’’ because

they were considered insufficiently precise. Based on our

results, we would agree that excluding the words ‘‘work’’,

‘‘employment’’ or ‘‘occupation’’ significantly lowers the

Recall. In fact, since the main purpose of their study was to

identify databases, the authors considered that they were

not able to construct a gold standard, and thus did not

calculate Precision or Recall of keywords. Therefore, we

feel that we did not overlook any important combination

that would have changed our results substantially.

We did not calculate specificity because we considered

it was not possible to be completely exhaustive in the

search for articles involved in RTW. Some authors have

hand-searched through a variety of journals, hoping that

this allowed them to obtain the true negative results for

the search strings, and therefore to calculate specificity

[15, 16]. Our results, that confirm previous findings [5, 18],

Table 2 Best single terms and

combinations, in terms of recall,

to retrieve articles published

in 2003 concerning the return

to work

a In the combinations, all

keywords were searched

in[All Fields], otherwise

specified. [All Fields] includes

all search fields except for place

of publication and transliterated

title

* Truncation

Recall (%) Precision (%)

Single terms

Work*[All] 93.95 1.04

Work[All] 90.13 1.47

Return[All] 66.56 9.22

‘‘Return to work’’[All] 59.55 87.38

Outcome[All] 47.45 0.29

Rehabilitation[Subheading] 42.99 2.83

Employ*[All] 42.68 1.08

Pain[All] 42.68 0.74

‘‘Outcome assessment (health care)’’[MeSH] 34.71 0.34

‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] 30.46 19.11

Disability[All] 29.94 2.66

Vocational[All] 21.02 20.06

Workers[All] 19.75 1.17

‘‘Disability evaluation’’[All] 19.43 4.45

Back[All] 19.11 1.18

Combinationsa

(Work* OR return OR ‘‘Return to work’’ OR outcome OR

‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading] OR employ*)

100.00 0.34

(Work* OR return OR ‘‘Return to work » OR outcome OR

‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading])

99.68 0.38

(Work* OR return OR ‘‘Return to work’’ OR outcome) 99.04 0.39

(Work* OR employ*) 98.73 0.80

(Work* OR return) 94.59 0.99

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR ‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading])

88.22 5.55

(‘‘Return to work’’[All] OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR return OR ‘‘disability evaluation’’[MeSH])

82.80 7.26

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR

vocational OR ‘‘Sick Leave’’[Mesh] OR ‘‘work status’’)

82.17 35.20

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR return)

78.34 9.51

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]

OR vocational OR ‘‘Sick leave’’[MeSH])

77.71 34.96

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH]OR ‘‘disability evaluation’’[MeSH])

77.71 15.85

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH])

73.89 58.44

(Return OR back) AND work* 72.93 25.05

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR vocational)

72.61 42.38
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demonstrate that relevant articles are published in a wide

range of journals; therefore, screening a limited number of

journals can not be considered to provide an exhaustive

overview of the literature in the field of RTW, as well as

in other fields of occupational medicine. Furthermore,

because the prevalence of RTW literature is limited in most

of the journals, the use of a bibliographic database such as

Medline is critical for both researchers and practitioners.

Our study observes a lower Precision of keywords than

in many previous studies. Nevertheless, most, if not all, of

the studies done so far to assess sensibility and specificity

of search strings or keywords used a selection of journals to

be hand searched. The Precision depends on the prevalence

of the studies to be found. Therefore, the Precision will be

much lower when searching the entire Medline, even for a

specific year, as compared to searching in a range of

journals selected because they publish more studies in the

specific field studied than the average. By contrast to other

studies on Medline [23, 24], the use of text words resulted

in enhanced Precision and Recall, when compared to the

use of MeSH terms.

The typical practitioner, who has limited time to access

information from the literature, wants to find a substantial

number of relevant articles without too much non-relevant

information. Therefore, in an attempt to approach an

optimal yield, it has been proposed to set the sensitivity

Table 3 Best single terms and

combinations, in terms of

precision, to retrieve articles

published in 2003 concerning

the return to work

a In the combinations, all

keywords were searched in [All

Fields], otherwise specified.

[All Fields] includes all search

fields except for place of

publication and transliterated

title

* Truncation

Recall (%) Precision (%)

Single terms

‘‘Back to work’’[All] 3.18 90.91

‘‘Return to work’’[All] 59.55 87.38

‘‘Work status’’[All] 7.32 51.11

Vocational[All] 21.02 20.06

‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] 30.46 19.11

‘‘Sick leave’’[Mesh] 11.15 18.52

Return[All] 66.56 9.22

Absenteeism[MeSH] 4.78 8.57

Absenteeism[All Fields] 6.05 8.12

‘‘Disability evaluation’’[MeSH] 17.83 5.25

‘‘Disability evaluation’’[All] 19.43 4.45

‘‘Occupational therapy’’[All] 4.78 3.75

‘‘Rehabilitation’’[Subheading] 42.99 2.83

Disability[All] 29.94 2.66

Job[All] 13.38 2.31

Work[All] 90.13 1.47

Combinationsa

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH])

73.89 58.44

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]) 68.15 55.15

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational) 71.34 43.66

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]

OR vocational)

72.61 42.38

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH])

OR vocational OR ‘‘Sick Leave’’[Mesh] OR ‘‘work status’’

82.17 35.20

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]

OR vocational OR ‘‘Sick leave’’[Mesh])

77.71 34.96

((Return OR back) AND work*) 72.93 25.05

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR ‘‘disability evaluation’’[MeSH])

77.71 15.85

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR return)

78.34 9.51

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR return OR ‘‘disability evaluation’’[MeSH])

82.80 7.26

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation,

vocational’’[MeSH] OR ‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading])

88.22 5.55
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threshold at a minimum of 65%, with a minimum Precision

of 20% (NNR B 5) [25]. In our study, the best compromise

between Recall and Precision was provided by the com-

bination (‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR

‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]), with a Recall of

73.89% and a Precision of 58.44% (NNR 1.7). For experts,

or for those interested in comprehensive retrievals or in

searching for clinical topics with few citations, strategies

with higher sensitivity may be more appropriate. To limit

the number of articles to screen to some extent, it has been

proposed to set the minimum Precision at 5% (NNR B 20),

under the condition that the sensitivity is at least 90% [16,

25]. Therefore, the best string for such end users appears to

be (‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabil-

itation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR ‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subhead-

ing]), with a Recall of 88.22% and a NNR of 18. Usually,

strategies with higher sensitivity lead to a lower Precision,

and higher NNR. Nevertheless, this trend was not linear in

our study (Table 4). For example, the strings (‘‘Return to

work’’[All] OR vocational[All] OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, voca-

tional’’[MeSH] OR return[All]) and (‘‘Return to work’’

[All] OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR voca-

tional[All] OR ‘‘Sick Leave’’[Mesh] OR ‘‘work status’’

[All]) had a Recall/NNR couple of 78.34%/10.5, and

82.17%/2.8, respectively. Using these two sensitive search

strings we may expect to find 78 or 82% of all relevant

material recorded on MEDLINE at a price of having to sift

through 10.5 or 2.8 titles and/or abstracts to find one that

refers to a relevant article on RTW. This difference appears

to be acceptable until one realizes that, to find 50 relevant

articles in MEDLINE, one will deal with 525 abstracts in

the first case and ‘‘only’’ 140 abstracts in the second one,

although the first option has a better Recall. This must be

taken into consideration by the ends user in order to

improve the cost-effectiveness ratio of their search.

Conclusion

Finding relevant studies on RTW in Medline requires the

use of various MeSH and non-MeSH terms in combination

to obtain a satisfying Recall, without sacrificing Precision.

Table 4 Best single terms and combinations with a recall above 50%, in terms of number needed to read (NNR), to retrieve articles published in

2003 concerning the return to work

Single terms and combinationsa Recall

(%)

Precision

(%)

NNR

(Work* OR return OR ‘‘Return to work’’ OR outcome OR ‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading] OR employ*) 100.00 0.34 289.9

(Work* OR return OR ‘‘Return to work’’ OR outcome OR ‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading]) 99.68 0.38 260.9

(Work* OR return OR ‘‘Return to work’’ OR outcome) 99.04 0.39 253.9

(Work* OR employ*) 98.73 0.80 124.3

(Work* OR return) 94.59 0.99 101.4

Work* [All] 93.95 1.04 95.9

Work [All] 90.13 1.47 68.1

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR

‘‘rehabilitation’’[Subheading])

88.22 5.55 18.0

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR return OR ‘‘disability

evaluation’’[MeSH])

82.80 7.26 13.8

Return[All] 66.56 9.22 10.9

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR return) 78.34 9.51 10.5

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR ‘‘disability evaluation’’[MeSH]) 77.71 15.85 6.3

((Return OR back) AND work*) 72.93 25.05 4.0

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR vocational OR ‘‘Sick Leave’’[Mesh]) 77.71 34.96 2.9

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH] OR vocational OR ‘‘Sick Leave’’[Mesh]

OR work status’’)

82.17 35.20 2.8

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]) 72.61 42.38 2.4

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR vocational) 71.34 43.66 2.3

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]) 68.15 55.15 1.8

(‘‘Return to work’’ OR ‘‘Back to work’’ OR ‘‘Rehabilitation, vocational’’[MeSH]) 73.89 58.44 1.7

‘‘Return to work’’[All] 59.55 87.38 1.1

a In the combinations, all keywords were searched in [All Fields], otherwise specified. [All Fields] includes all search fields except for place of

publication and transliterated title

* Truncation
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One way to address this problem could be to create a

new MeSH term. However, the number of MeSH terms

cannot be expanded endlessly to satisfy any possible

customer need. Text-word searching provides greater ver-

satility and adaptability to particular research needs.

Maximizing the potential of text-word searching requires

titles and abstracts of the searched articles to be more

descriptive and to use terminology more consistently.

Authors of scientific publications in the field of RTW

should be aware that the quality of titles and abstracts is

likely to affect retrieval of their works from electronic

databases, and could adopt the specific term ‘‘return to

work’’ in a more consistent manner.
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